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Dear Author(s),
Dear Editor(s),

In order for your manuscript to be optimally prepared for the copyediting and typesetting process,
we have compiled the following guidelines. We kindly ask you to follow them when preparing your
manuscript for submission.

||| Basic information
Your complete manuscript data enters our typesetting process immediately after submission. For this
reason, you do not need to undertake any complex formatting of your manuscript yourself. This
applies particularly to:






Page setup (margins, format)
Font type and size
Line spacing
Indentation in the text, tables and figures
Headers and footers containing running head titles and page numbers

||| Manuscript data
Please feel free to submit your manuscript in the following formats:









Word (.doc)
OTF
Mellel
LaTeX
InDesign
XML
Music notation: Finale, Sibelius
Should you not be able to provide your manuscript in any of the above-mentioned formats or
prefer other formats, please contact us.

Images should be provided as separate files. Photographs (halftone) must have a minimum
resolution of 300 dpi and be saved as either .jpg or .tif files. Graphics should be saved as .eps files.
In the case of larger tables, please compile the data in a spreadsheet, such as Excel or Numbers.
Irrespective of the chosen open format, please note that we will need a PDF copy of the complete
manuscript document for reference purposes.

||| Special characters
If your manuscript contains non-Latin characters, please provide us with the font data saved as a .zip
file. If you work with special characters, please use Unicode coding.
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||| Text standardization
Please note that all chapters in your work should have the same structure. This applies particularly
to:





structure of headings
use of typographic emphasis (italics, bold, underline)
use of footnotes, endnotes
use of American or British English

If your publication is an edited collection, the editor of the volume should be obliged to harmonize
the contributors’ manuscripts as far as possible.

||| Text structure [Attachment 1]


The text should begin with the author’s full name. In the case of multiple authors, their
names should be separated with slashes (/).



Headings should be aligned with the left margin.
o A chapter title can consist of a main title and a subtitle. If so, please separate them
with a forced line break.



We recommend adding an abstract in English language (approx. 1,000 signs) and (four to
seven) keywords.



The text should be divided into sections and, if necessary, subsections. Each main section
should be provided with a heading title.



Short quotations (of less than 100 words) should be a part of the main text and distinguished
with quotation marks. Longer quotations should be set as a block of text and separated from
the main text with two space lines. The quotation should fully correspond to the original in
terms of wording, spelling and punctuation. Any additions should be marked with square
brackets. Omissions should be distinguished with elision points in square brackets.



References can be cited in footnotes or a separate bibliography. Please apply the chosen
solution consistently across the entire publication.
o
o

In monographs, footnotes should be numbered continuously across all the chapters,
starting with number 1.
In edited collections, footnotes should be numbered per chapter, starting with
number 1.

You are free to choose the reference citation style for your manuscript; however, we would
kindly ask you to follow one of the established styles (Harvard, Oxford, Chicago, …).
o
o

Please avoid references to entire works. If possible, please indicate pages/page
ranges.
Please avoid the following abbreviations in reference citations: „op. cit“, „loc. cit“ or
„ibid.“.
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Lists should have a consistent layout. We recommend avoiding unnumbered lists.
Tables must be provided with a headline and should be cited in the text.
[[Example: As presented in Table 1.1, …]]
o In a monograph, tables should have a continuous numbering throughout the book.
o In an edited collection, tables should be numbered by contribution.
Note_1: Since Peter Lang processes data also for digital use, please do let us know if
your edited collection contains cross-references to other contributions in your
publication.
Note_2: Position of tables is determined by the layout. For this reason, please let us
know if there are any instances where the text and tables are in an immediate
relation and should necessarily be placed as indicated in the original version of the
manuscript.



Figures should be provided with captions and cited in the text. Each caption should consist of
the title and source of the figure.
[[Example: Figure 1 presents…]]
o Figures in monographs should have a continuous numbering throughout the book.
o In edited collections, figures should be numbered by chapter.
Note_1: Since Peter Lang processes data also for digital use, please do let us know if
your edited collection contains cross-references to other contributions in your
publication.
Note_2: Position of figures is determined by the layout. For this reason, please let us
know if there are any instances where the text and figures are in an immediate
relation and should necessarily be placed as indicated in the original version of the
manuscript.



You have a possibility to add an index at the end of your publication. If you were interested,
please contact us so that we can find the best solution for you.
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Attachment_1 :

Fig 1: Chapter First Page with Abstract and Keywords

Fig 1: Chapter First Page with Quote, Abstract and Keywords
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Fig 3
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Fig 4 : Text and Figure

Fig 5 : Table

